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Right now, a second Nuremberg tribunal that is in preparation, with a class action lawsuit being set up under
the aegis of thousands of lawyers worldwide behind the American-German lawyer Reiner Fuellmich, who is
prosecuting those responsible for the Covid-19 scandal manipulated by the Davos Forum.
In this respect, it is worth recalling that Reiner Fuellmich is the lawyer who succeeded in condemning the
automobile giant Volkswagen in the case of the tampered catalytic converters. And it is this same lawyer who
succeeded in condemning Deutsche Bank as a criminal enterprise.
According to Reiner Fuellmich, all the frauds committed by German companies are derisory compared to the
damage that the Covid-19 crisis has caused and continues to cause. This Covid-19 crisis should be renamed the
“Covid-19 Scandal” and all those responsible should be prosecuted for civil damages due to manipulations and
falsi ed test protocols. Therefore, an international network of business lawyers will plead the biggest tort case
of all time, the Covid-19 fraud scandal, which has meanwhile turned into the biggest crime against humanity
ever committed.
/

A Covid-19 commission of enquiry has been set up on the initiative of a group of German lawyers with the aim
of bringing an international class action lawsuit using Anglo-Saxon law.
Here is the summarized translation of the last communication of Dr. Fuellmich of 15/02/2021:

“The hearings of around 100 internationally renowned scientists, doctors, economists and
lawyers, which have been conducted by the Berlin Commission of Inquiry into the Covid-19
a air since 10.07.2020, have in the meantime shown with a probability close to certainty that
the Covid- 19 scandal was at no time a health issue. Rather, it was about solidifying the
illegitimate power (illegitimate because it was obtained by criminal methods) of the corrupt
“Davos clique” by transferring the wealth of the people to the members of the Davos clique,
destroying, among other things, small and medium-sized enterprises in particular. Platforms
such as Amazon, Google, Uber, etc. could thus appropriate their market share and wealth.”

/

Status of the Covid-19 Committee investigation
a. Covid-19 as a diversionary tactic by corporate and political “elites” in order to shift market
share and wealth from small and medium enterprises to global platforms such as Amazon,
Google, Uber, etc.
b. Contribution of the Audiovisual Tax to the reconstruction of a new media landscape that
o ers truly independent information
c. Making regional agricultural structures secure
d. Making a secure regional currency to prevent a new currency from coming “from above” to
be allocated in the event of good behaviour.
e. Psychological considerations of the situation: how did it come about?
Actions for annulment of the approval of a vaccination, led against the European Commission,
trial in New York of the status of PCR tests, German trials, Canadian trials, Australian trials,
Austrian trials, trials at the International Court of Justice and the European Court of Human
Rights.
“We have seen what has been con rmed time and time again: the degree of danger posed by
the virus is about the same as that of seasonal u, regardless of whether it is a new virus
(wholly or partially manufactured) or whether we are simply dealing with a u renamed “Covid19 pandemic”. In the meantime, Drosten’s PCR tests cannot even tell us anything about
contagious infections. To make matters worse, the health and economic damage caused by
anti-covid measures has been so devastating that we have to speak of a level of destruction
that is historically unique. »
“The fact that health has never been an issue is particularly obvious, except that injections of
genetically experimental substances disguised as “vaccinations” are now cauing serious
damage, including fatal consequences, on a mass scale. The world population has been used as
guinea pigs for these experimental gene injections both gradually and extremely rapidly. In
order to plunge the population into panic, dangerous and harmful containment measures
(even according to the WHO) of compulsory, unnecessary and dangerous mask-wearing and
social distancing, unnecessary and counterproductive, were introduced. The population was
thus “ready” for the injections.”
“In the meantime, more and more people, not just lawyers – and rightly so – are demanding, in
addition to an immediate end to these murderous measures, a judicial review by a truly
independent international tribunal on the model of the Nuremberg trials. An example of such a
demand and a moving excerpt from a speech by the English doctor Dr. Vernon Coleman can be
found at the following link:

/

:

In addition, an interview with a whistleblower at a Berlin nursing home shows that out of 31
people vaccinated there, some of them by force, in the presence of Bundeswehr soldiers, and
who tested negative before the vaccination, 8 have now died and 11 are subject to serious side
e ects.” (2020news.de/whistleblower-aus-berliner-altenheim-das-schreckliche-sterben-nachder-impfung/)
Extraordinary meeting of the Berlin Covid Committee Wednesday 17/02/2021
“In this context, an extraordinary meeting of the Berlin Covid Committee will take place on
Wednesday 17.02.2021, live and with many guests participating via Zoom.
From 14:00 onwards, the state of play will be summarised. In addition, it will be discussed how
the contributions from the Audiovisual Licence Fee Tax can be kept and used for the
reconstruction of a new media landscape that truly serves freedom of expression, and how the
contributions already paid for the senseless propaganda of the last 11 months can be
recovered through a formal notice.
There will be contributions and discussions on how the food supply can be secured, in
particular by strengthening regional agriculture; but also by creating regional currencies, if
necessary with the return of the EU to the EEC, on how to ensure that the policy of the “Davos
clique”, based on printing money out of nothing, can be stopped and a return to stable
currencies can be achieved.
Above all, experts will explain how it could happen that we nd ourselves in this blackmail
situation unimaginable even a year ago.
In the second part of the session, starting at 7 p.m., world-renowned and high-level
personalities will comment on the state of current international legal disputes, including the
various collective actions, as summarised above. But it will also be discussed how the main
perpetrators, in particular political perpetrators, of the crimes against humanity committed
here can and must be held accountable under civil and criminal law in the framework of a new
/

International Court of Justice to be established in accordance with the guidelines of the
Nuremberg trials with international distribution.”
The link to the special session of the Covid Committee announced here will be available on
17.02.2021 via the Committee’s website (corona-ausschuss.de).
Commentary :
To fully understand what is at stake with this new Nuremberg tribunal to judge the biggest tort
case of all time, it is by pulling the thread of Dr. Drosten’s lie for falsifying the PCR testing
protocol on behalf of the Davos clique, that everything will come to pass: the sponsors of the
nancial oligarchy, Klaus Schwab, the great architect of this gigantic hostage-taking, the
politicians at the head of the EU, the armed arm of the execution of Drosten’s and WHO
directives that led all Western governments yesterday to take the devastating decisions of
containment, curfews, compulsory mask-wearing and social distancing, and today of lethal
vaccines for the oldest among us.
“It is these truths that will bring down the masks of those responsible for the crimes committed.
To the politicians who have had faith in these corrupt gures,” says Dr. Fuellmich, “the facts
presented here are the lifeline that will help them to set the record straight and begin the
much- needed scienti c debate to avoid going down with these criminal charlatans.
Secondly, in the light of this latest communication by Dr Fuellmich, two proposals from the
extraordinary meeting of the Covid Committee in Berlin are of particular interest:
Firstly, the way in which the food supply can be secured, which seems somewhat surreal given
the current situation. According to Klaus Schwab’s planning for the Davos Forum, this is not the
case. He has predicted a break in the food chain from the end of the second half of 2021
(nouveau-monde.ca/fr/la-quatrieme-phase-de-schwab/).
Secondly, the creation of regional currencies. There, it is clear that the Covid Committee of
Berlin already anticipates the world stock market crash which is coming and which the nancial
oligarchy of the Davos Forum intends to take advantage of to set up the European digital
currency in the expectation of a world currency to create a Chinese-style social credit on which
the middle class of all the peoples ruined by the closure of their businesses, small and mediumsized industries and enterprises, cultural and tourist industries, sports facilities, etc. will become
dependent.
These two aspects alone of the hostage-taking 2.0 of which the Western world has been a
victim for almost a year should logically be su ciently motivating to make us understand
de nitively that we are faced with a “populicide” that only asks to crush us if we remain inert,
arms dangling without doing anything.
This is why each of us should do everything we can now to ensure that this international legal
coalition can become operational as soon as possible. To this end, all those of us who wish to
join the collective action of French lawyers to participate in this reconquest of our freedoms
/

should already get in touch with the collective action by 21 February (francesoir.fr/opinionsentretiens/interview-me-virginie-de-araujo-recchia-avocate-au-barreau- de- paris). Our survival
is at this price as well as the future of our children.

More at sciprint.blogspot.com
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Eric
February 24, 2021 at 8:08 pm | #

I’ve been keeping up with Dr. Fuellmich’s case on this for several months, and read this article elsewhere weeks
ago- is there any update? These dates are from last week.
 Reply
/

K Katrine
March 2, 2021 at 3:04 am | #

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/german-nursing-home-residents-died-p zer-vaccine/?
utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=c490b1d0-2794-435a-8896-d82a74129051
You can follow the work of Fullmich on Stiftung Corona Ausschuss (in German but surely to nd in English
as well.)
https://corona-ausschuss.de
 Reply

Brian James
February 24, 2021 at 8:46 pm | #

Government is immune from prosecution of any kind.
The sovereign immunity refers to the fact that the government cannot be sued without its consent.
De nition
https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/sovereign_immunity
Feb 24, 2014 Larry Hu man – Sovereign Immunity
The king (government) can do no wrong, right? Over the years, issues arose where people could sue the
government or political subdivision for negligence.
https://youtu.be/NKvd_qZeeBk
 Reply

Andrew Pilkington
February 25, 2021 at 1:01 am | #

Hi,
There can be No immunity or Safe place to hide, when it comes to Crimes against Humanity and Genocide.
Also, this Vaccine Prosecution Immunity under which they claim protection, must surely be Void seeing as
these mRNA “Vaccines” are not Vaccines at all. Surely that could stand up in Court at least?
 Reply

Michael A Williams
February 27, 2021 at 2:47 pm | #
/

that’s right..they are not vaccines per desciption interpretation of vaccines so are deceptive in their
selling of the issue..as such big pharma is open to litigation.
 Reply

Iris
February 25, 2021 at 3:56 am | #

In reality, only living man is the King, the only sovereign. It is the natural man who establishes the
Constitution as a sample of the “consent of the governed”, that is, the natural living man is the one who
tells the government: “I consent to you to govern me without violating anything that I leave you detailed in
my bill of rights. ” Then, from the Constitution, corporations emerge, which cannot exceed the Constitution
that allowed them to appear. It is time to straighten the house and not to confuse Constitutional Laws with
Bylaws and Corporate Codes! United States District of Colombia is a private corporation, see 28 USC 3002.
United States District of Colombia (de facto government), not equivalent to the United States of America (de
jure government). Can a private corporation like the federal government compel men and women on
Earth? No. The United States District of Colombia is a private corporation incorporated in the state of
Delaware since 1869, which provides government services to the people. This corporation was originally
appointed by the Congress of the United States of America, through the “District of Colombia Act of 1871”.
This federal corporation established in the District of Colombia, in turn has incorporated numerous private
franchises, such as FEMA, Home Land Security, FBI, CIA, CDC, and all the other federal agencies that we
know today.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 11:29 am | #

Yup.. There are actually two foreign owned corporations operating out of the District of Criminals.
There is the British Crown’s Territorial U.S. corp dba “the United States Of America” and then there is
the Papal run MUNICIPAL(all caps) corp dba “THE UNITED STATES”. Both incorporated entities and both
foreign owned. Our military high command has known this for decades and stood by and did nothing.
Time to correct your political status and join your State Assembly. Anna Von Reitz is a sound teacher if
you want to learn of the great fraud.
 Reply

Doug A
February 25, 2021 at 12:40 pm | #

Apparently Trump did something about these corporation controllers. still waiting to see any kind
of results from it.
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2021/01/20/trump-ode-to-the-corporation/comment/

page-11/?unapproved=40028&moderation-hash=3fa908a5a9fb586639af76a58edcaefc#comment40028
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 1:08 pm | #

Nope. Only we can do that. Or the Military. Military high command is dirty. Rogue. Will not
help us and left Trump hanging. Not bad mouthing the soldiers. Just the high command
where the real power is. Anyway, the Popes MUNICIPAL corp is bankrupt and presently
operating without a contract(Constitution). The way through is The American Sates Assembly.
We can ll vacant Public o ces(all vacant due to un Lawful conversion/incorporation of Public
to Private) and arrest them ourselves. That is how it was done originally. If you serve the
corporations you have no power against them. Get back in your proper capacity as a State
National and or State Citizen, and that is where the real power is. Too much to post and
explain. Anna Von Reitz and The American States Assembly is the proper path through the
lies and deception.

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 1:11 pm | #

Nope. Only we can do that. Or the Military. Military high command is dirty. Rogue. Will not
help us and left Trump hanging. Not bad mouthing the soldiers. Just the high command
where the real power is. Anyway, the Popes MUNICIPAL corp is bankrupt and presently
operating without a contract(Constitution). The way through is The American States
Assembly. We can ll vacant Public o ces(all vacant due to un Lawful
conversion/incorporation of Public to Private) and arrest them ourselves. That is how it was
done originally. If you serve the corporations you have no power against them. Get back in
your proper capacity as a State National and or State Citizen, and that is where the real power
is. Too much to post and explain. Anna Von Reitz and The American States Assembly is the
proper path through the lies and deception.

K
March 1, 2021 at 10:34 am | #

If one listens to people like Kimberly Ann Goguen, General Flynn etc, one gets the idea, that the
military is not rotten? Even maybe connected across the borders?
What happened in Myanmar was better for the people than to stick with their government? I
would say.
 Reply
/

Mike Edwards
February 25, 2021 at 3:06 pm | #

Thank You and God Bless for sharing Truth
 Reply

DarkEyes
February 28, 2021 at 2:00 am | #

Have been awaiting for news of the case(s) announced by Mr Füllmich.
Finally, here it is. And the Teams have been working very hard as I read their progress.
Of course we will support Teams Füllmich with a donation.
Their operations are in the interest of Mankind as I interpret their report.
God bless Mr Füllmich and confrères.
 Reply

Blas Perez
February 25, 2021 at 7:47 am | #

First please de ne what is a citizen, State National, a sovereign and fraud. You’ll discover a di erent
outcome. The perpetrators have acted on our ignorance. Thanks to those with the wherewithal, we can
learn and take further action and support them.
The dirty tactics and corrupt decision makers (arbiters) and “judges” are the real obstacle.
Where is the Calvary?
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 4:57 pm | #

A State National is sovereign and their only obligation is to keep the peace(Public Law). A citizen is not
sovereign. A citizen serves. Which “government” you choose to serve determines your citizenship. In
America, you only want to be an American State Citizen. You have to go through the American States
Assembly if you want to serve your real, unincorporated American State Government. Once
everything/everyone is up to speed we can start lling vacant Public o ces which are not allowed to
be incorporated. Then we can elect the real President. The reason all Public O ces stand vacant is
because they are attached to the Land jurisdiction and cannot be incorporated. Therefore, you have
no Public employees right now because they are all holding Private o ce in the international
jurisdiction of the Sea, and claiming all sorts of Public powers and authority that they absolutely do not
possess!. A big fat capital crime. Inland Piracy and unlawful conversion of Public to Private. Again,
Military is on the hook for allowing that to happen.

/

 Reply

Barrie M Wilton
February 25, 2021 at 9:51 am | #

None of these governments are de jure, all western governments are registered for pro t corporations,
that in itself criminal fraud as there was no informed consent. Legal being the subversion of Gods law, the
whole system a criminal enterprise via fractional reserve banking. These governments all ultra vires and
liable at common law, the supreme law of the land. Fraud vitiates everything, the corporate veil is now
pierced with Crimes against Humanity. No immunity here.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 11:50 am | #

They have no immunity under Public Law. Statutory Law is Private Law. It stands under Public Law. Not
above it. They can be dealt with, but only when you are acting as a State National or American State
Citizen(land and soil jurisdiction)..People are simply not operating in their proper jurisdiction/capacity. If
you are functioning as a Territorial and/or MUNICIPAL citizen/debt slave,, then yeah, you can’t sue them
because you serve them. You have agreed to contract with them whether you know it or not. And most do
not and were never meant to know this.
 Reply

Xtina
February 25, 2021 at 3:52 pm | #

Wrong…Crimes against humanity are di erent!
 Reply

DarkEyes
February 28, 2021 at 2:03 am | #

There will be no escape for the alleged criminals.Fully agree on this one.
 Reply

Mike
February 25, 2021 at 10:28 pm | #

They aren’t governments. They are corporations masquerading as governments. Find out more at:
http://www.annavonreitz.com.

/

 Reply

Gary Bowman
February 26, 2021 at 3:16 pm | #

The King? How about the Fourth Reich? We can’t sue them this time?
 Reply

Donald
February 26, 2021 at 8:13 pm | #

No one is immune to killing babies and killing humans. No one is above GODS law. Wake up!!!!!!!!!!!!! You
think kings and queens, presidents and such cannot be executed for killing people!!!!!!!
 Reply

William H Warrick III MD
February 28, 2021 at 5:37 am | #

Neither Governments nor Individuals have Immunity from Crimes Against Humanity.
 Reply

Sarah
February 28, 2021 at 11:37 am | #

So you know more than the attorney who defeated Volkswagen and the DUETSCHE Bank? LOL
 Reply

Heroay
March 1, 2021 at 10:03 am | #

“Government” is immune because it is not a person, a human, a living being with a brain. But the usurping
o cials of the Corporation of 1871 CAN and will BE prosecuted to their last breath. As to “Sovereign”, only
the People are Sovereigns in their country, NOT the ‘government’. The ‘government’ is their paid
administrator; the president is their greatest servant; and congress their paid employees. Any and all
“laws”, rules, or ordinances AFTER 1871 are Null and Void by the ‘Constitution for the United States’.

UNITED STATES is a Corporation – https://www.bitchute.com/video/0AfeqrBv6Ixy/
Constitutional Law – Corporate Rules, Null and Void: https://pasteboard.co/JofZupl.png

 Reply

/

Goldhoarder
March 1, 2021 at 12:32 pm | #

What government does Klaus Schwab work for? Bill Gates? Doston? A lot of criminals to go after.
 Reply

Yougottaloveme
February 24, 2021 at 11:02 pm | #

Brian, Nuremberg occurred to government.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 5:03 pm | #

Unfortunately, it was a scam trial. Theater. The real architects of the war walked free and clear. The Pope,
Queen and the rest of their inbred banker families. They are the ones responsible then, and now.
 Reply

Barry
February 25, 2021 at 12:19 am | #

I don’t know how our federal govt work but I know at a local level govt o cials can be prosecuted if they lie to
their constituents. I’m not sure but I would think that we would be able to sue our govt for wrong doing through
our supreme courts. And maybe we could then sue individual politicians for wrong doing if they are proven to
be knowingly in on a deception. Here’s to hoping!
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 1:39 pm | #

It is not our government and there is nothing Federal about them. They are 100% foreign owned
corporations.Territorial(British Crown) and MUNICIPAL(Pope). It’s their court system. Not ours. That is why
people fail.. You don’t address them through their own court system. It is the American Common Law
courts that need to be restored. Then you will see them get in line real quick or they will ee this country
outright. Anna Von Reitz and The American States Assembly is your way through. Self governance. Not
corporate feudalism.
 Reply
/

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 1:59 pm | #

One more thing. Your “State of State” government is just a franchise of those two corps. And a “State of
State” is legal ction. “State of Texas” is not Texas(Federated American State). So, if you go back to the
Civil War, it did not involve the actual physical states or our Federation of States. It involved Just the
Confederate “States of America”. Both the North and south were Confederate States of America. We
were supposed to reconstruct our Confederate States(States of State) but never did. The queen and
Popes substituted their own Territorial and MUNICIPAL States of State in place of our Confederate
States of States. And no one was the wiser…well, a few were but found no ears to hear them. That was
our failing. The three capacities of our country? On the National level(Land/soil) we are a union of
geographically de ned nation states(lower case “s”) properly denoted as “The United States”. On the
international level(Sea) we are a Federation of States(upper case “S”) dba “The United States of
America”. On the global level(Air) we are a Confederation of “States of State” dba “The States of
America”. The British Crown and Popes took advantage of uneducated Americans. It has remained that
way until now.
 Reply

Rog
February 26, 2021 at 12:06 am | #

The problem is that the courts are corrupt. Everything is corrupt. It may come down to something very
nasty.
 Reply

DarkEyes
February 28, 2021 at 2:13 am | #

That is one reason why President Trump handed ruling the Republic by the Military of the USA.
Now Military Tribunals are activated. It is a fast correct way to get ALL the perpetrators on the globe in
matters reported by Team Füllmich before the Mil.Tribunal and “awarded” them immediately. A civil
process with this kind of numbers could take three of four hundred years I suppose.
 Reply

Shelly D
March 1, 2021 at 6:06 pm | #

Look at the Trump election. It was a win for him by a landslide. The Supreme Court’s won’t even look at any
evidence that has been collected to show proof of the real fraudulent election. So, in to regards of your
comment my friend, I believe that the Supreme Court is (mostly) corrupt. How can’t it be when they’ve
/

turned their backs on the one true president that’s out to expose everything evil and corrupt? Praying for
the real truth to come out, and soon so that the good people in this world can live on the way God has
intended us for us. I mean, the awake people are trying, but when the evil runs SO deep, all we have is
faith,hope and prayer. Thank you to all of you who have the knowledge and strong guys to lead us to a
better life and freedom. Sincerely!
 Reply

Barry
February 25, 2021 at 12:25 am | #

Also maybe we can leave the courts open and continue with the climate clown trials.
 Reply

DarEyes
February 28, 2021 at 2:24 am | #

An excellent idea. Again, this is a project created by Rockefeller and Friends in Italy in the Fifties last
century. All Hot Air with goal to keep people on the Globe as slaves. Everytime when a “project” was at its
end or did not work a next “project” was launched.
Like Mr Klaus Reset S*chwab with his private project “The Great Reset” which means IN MY OPINION
nothing else then “The nal round to make the Globe ours (his) and the insurance of running the plantages
by my slaves”.
All rife courtcases. And Mr Füllmich knows this very well.
 Reply

Andrew Pilkington
February 25, 2021 at 1:07 am | #

Excellent article, thank you. I wish them the Very Best of Luck. We Seriously need 2021 Nuremberg Trials asap.
All I can add is: Please don’t leave out Britain and this Corrupt Establishment. We really need Urgent
intervention here too.
 Reply

Iris
February 25, 2021 at 3:17 am | #

I wish I am wrong but I have observed that the lawyer Reiner Fuellmich has been talking about the case since
October 2020, without anything happening, will he be an agent of the controlled dissent?
 Reply

/

Karma Singh
February 25, 2021 at 8:02 am | #

In most countries (except Germany) a rapid stop to the nonsense can be attained with writs of Habeas Corpus
as was done in November in Portugal.
I don’t know why Dr. Füllmich hasn’t done this; or, then again, maybe I do:Any professional tends to get stuck in precedents; how was this done in the past? Sometimes, a learned
outsider can come up with the real solution by pointing out an option which the specialist has overlooked. This
is Habeas Corpus – a judicial review in which (in this case, the government) has to prove that a new dangerous
disease actually exists amongst many other things.
The beauty of Habeas Corpus is that the burden of proof lies with the government, i.e. they have to prove that
the punishments meted out to us all are justi ed. Because there is no way that they can do this, all of the
“Covid” measures instantly fall. THEN is the time to prosecute the perpetrators, i.e. AFTER they’ve proved out of
their own mouths that a crime has been committed.
See https://www.harmonyenergyconsultants.com/web/en/habeas-corpus.html#habeas for more detail.
Blessed be
Karma Singh
 Reply

Colin Ries
February 25, 2021 at 10:29 am | #

What you say makes perfect sense, and so it makes no sense why Fuellmich has not gone this route. His
current case may take up to 3 years to complete, by which time will will all be enslaved beyond the point of
return.
 Reply

JenniferG57
February 26, 2021 at 8:14 pm | #

Karma, You should contact Reiner Fuellmich and discuss this.
 Reply

Jennifer Hall
February 27, 2021 at 3:40 am | #

Maybe DR Fullmich has already thought of this, and this is what will happen…We need it to happen soon, as
the goverment s are pushing out TNIS gene therapy vaccjne as fast as they can, and many people are dying
and being injured from it, and what is it doing long term., as it’s ex perimental, until 2023, it should not be
in use, surely that is a crime in itself..CRIMES against HUMANITY…

/

 Reply

Shelly D
March 1, 2021 at 6:26 pm | #

Yes!!! 100%
 Reply

Richard
February 25, 2021 at 9:45 am | #

I know nothing about law but it feels a bit conspiracy theory even though I agree with the premise about
transfer of power to the elites- take this for example https://greatgameindia.com/p zer-demanding-militarybases-vaccines/
I feel they would be better keeping it simple and sticking to the fraudulent PCR test.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 3:46 pm | #

The PCR test is not fraudulent. It simply was not designed to be used as a stand alone test for diagnosis.
The creator of the test, now dead, already told them the test cannot be used for that. When the test is run
at 34 cycles and higher it will give over 80% false positives. As it turns out, they were advising labs to run
the test at 40 cycles, lol. They are frauds and have isolated nothing. Viruses don’t cause disease, they are
the e ect of disease. They don’t live outside the host and only exist to eat the toxins our cells excrete when
they come under attack. Then the body surrounds them with mucous and expells it via coughing, sneezing,
puking, etc. That is the end of the viruses life cycle. There are no viruses or bacteria cruising around
through UV light and oxygen based compounds. Those are fairy tales for uneducated people. They know
most people don’t know any better. If steel can’t survive oxidation, what makes everyone think a microbe
can? They are liars preying on the uneducated. If you get sick it is because your immune system is not
functioning properly7 and can’t oxidize the pathogens. We get sick mainly from malnutrition and toxicity of
one form or another in the environment. Not from viruses. The airborne contagion theory is just that. A
theory. And it has never been proven. Ozone would take it ou7t in no time at. It needs to be inside
protected from oxygen and oxygen based compounds like chlorine dioxide, hydrogen peroxide, etc. and uv
light as well. Oxidation. Same thing that makes steel rust and is your proof that the ozone is functioning
just ne. Virus theory? Fairy tale. Greenhouse gas theory? Fairy tale. It was proven decades ago that any cell
can become cancerous simply by starving of it of oxygen. Likewise, it was also proven any cell could be
healed of cancer simply by ooding the cells with oxygen at a cellular level. Your body produces oxygen
based compounds(ozone) if it is in proper health. But when it isn’t, it can’t make those chemical compounds
to oxidize pathogens.
/

 Reply

Jeanette Saarberg
February 25, 2021 at 6:43 pm | #

Thank you Joe!
Been reading the comments you posted, and mannn… you have vast knowledge!
showing clearly that there is a LOT more digging to do for me… (although US laws etc are unknown to
me (Dutch person here), I fathom the same principles have been, and are being used for other
countries in the world. Especially countries from the “old world”. I know the Netherlands is also
registered somewhere in the States in the Chamber of Commerce, so I guess they made a similar
construction for us.
I will look up the tips you gave in your rst comment, and see if I can nd something similar for
Europe.
Thanks again!
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 8:09 pm | #

Yes. They pulled the same fraud world wide. Every country. They are scum. Anna Von Reitz has all
the knowledge of the great fraud. No better source for study than her les and articles.. And she
does touch on Europe in her work. I just have good horse sense and intuition. I just study people
with vast knowledge, lol.
 Reply

Carmen Pereira Pucilowski
February 26, 2021 at 11:33 pm | #

Wow Joe! I’ve been hearing about the very things you speak of but it’s still over my head. I’ve trusted
my gut tho and have known we were all being used, abused and murdered! Thank you for speaking
out!
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 12:39 pm | #

Yeah. They incorporated all governments under their umbrella. A crime of inland piracy and un
Lawful conversion of Public to Private. Capital crimes for over 200 years now. They are parasites.
Right now Biden is President of a bankrupt, liquidated MUNICIPAL corporation(UNITED STATES,
INC.) that is continuing to operate without a contract.(Constitution). That is the real reason, in my /

humble opinion, that the WH was fenced o . They aint supposed to be in there right now and the
military really should have rounded them all up…but failed to do so because they are on the hook
for the same crimes. I am not talking about the rank and le. I speci cally mean the high
command. The big brass thought they were going to pull the same scam as the Pope and British
Crown. I believe that is why we heard rumors of a new Federal Republic and a new Capitol
building. They were going to set up the Queen and Pope’s scam for themselves, lol. Scumbags
found out di erently. There are too many of us who now know what went on the last 150+ years.
One big massive identity theft scam. A good place to start is understanding the three jurisdictions.
Land(Common Law), Sea(Maritime/Admiralty Law), Air(Cannon Law). Once you understand that,
you need to understand that your country functions in all three jurisdictions simultaneously. So,
for my country, America, we have on the National level(Land and soil jurisdiction) a union of
geographically de ned states properly spelled out “The United States”. Next, on the international
level(Sea jurisdiction) we are a Federation of States doing business as “The United States of
America”. Lastly, on the global level(Air jurisdiction) we are a Confederation of “States of
States”(ex: “The State of Texas”) doing business as “The States of America”. Three di erent
jurisdictions. Three di erent capacities. By incorporated everything , including us, they moved
everybody o the Land jurisdiction by registering all newborns via the Birth Certi cate scam. In a
nut shell, they claimed we voluntarily agreed to this(your mother signing the BC) and then claimed
we abandoned the Land/assets and they rolled everything into land trusts that they “manage” in
our “absence”. One thing Americans need to understand is that a Confederate State is a business
organization for partaking in global(Air) commerce. A Confederate State is a “State of State”. The
so-called Civil War involved only the Confederate “States of America” (Air jurisdiction). It did not
involve the union of actual physical states(The United States/Land jurisdiction). Nor did it involve
our Federation of States(The United States of America/Sea jurisdiction). It only involved the
Confederate (The States of America/Air jurisdiction) “States of States”. Spelling and punctuation
very important. Ex: on the national level we have texas(physical state). Then internationally(Sea)
we have Texas (Federated State). Then globally(Air) we have “The State of Texas”(Confederate
State of America). Three jurisdictions. Three capacities all operating simultaneously.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 1:58 pm | #

The reason separate jurisdictions were established? The claim was they needed to separate
man from his/her creations. Man’s creations should not have the same or more rights than
man. So, they stuck all dead things(legal ction/corporations) in it’s own jurisdiction (Sea). All
things living(people, animals, plants,etc.) and all attached to and of the land (physical
assets/resources) were placed in the Land jurisdiction. The air jurisdiction is where all
creation of corporations happens. That is also the jurisdiction where commerce (de ned as
business between two or more incorporated entities) takes place. So, if you created a
company, it would have it’s origins in the Air jurisdiction and function in the Sea jurisdiction.
/

Likewise, when you conduct business with other incorporated entities, it(commerce) takes
place in the Air jurisdiction.. So, D.C. is not the Nation’s true Capital. That would be, and still is,
Philadelphia, PA. baby! D.C. was set up for the Air jurisdiction. Their boss is the Pope(All corps
presently are incorporated under his MUNICIPAL umbrella). He ultimately owns all your
companies. The British Crown is his overseer/partner in crime.. The real three branches of
our true American Federal Government(unincorporated) are: Territorial, Municipal and
Federal. We were taught about the corporations branches. Not our own. Separate
jurisdictions also allows them to play a shell game with uneducated people.. It is not meant to
be easy to understand. It is deliberately convoluted and confusing. The British Monarchy is
Trustee of the Sea. The Pope is Trustee of the Air and the Spanish King used to be Trustee of
the Land jurisdiction. Now you know who really screwed the planet up and who is really
running things.. I know many believe Israel is king, but that is not the case. They are more
than happy to have you believe so. They are masters at setting up others to take the fall for
them. Then they just reboot the same old scam when the dust clears. All roads really do lead
to Rome…and The City of London(Incorporated just like New York city and D.C..).

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 2:43 pm | #

I also forgot to point out that the Queen’s fake Government service corp is spelled out in
upper and lower case letters, but with the “t” being lower case. That is very important to
understand. Ex. “the United States of America”. That is the British Territorial U.S. corporation.
The Popes MUNICIPAL corp is all caps(THE UNITED STATES). That is how you tell the
di erence between the British Territorial U.S. service corp and the Vatican/Pope’s MUNICIPAL
service corp. Proper spelling for our country in all three jurisdictions is : “The United
States”(land/ physical union). “The United States of America(Sea/ Union of Federated States)
and lastly “The States of America” (Air/Union of Confederate “States of States” which are
business organizations for partaking in Global Commerce). Upper and lower case with the “T”
always being capitalized.. The Union the South seceded from was the Union of Confederate
States of States(“The States of America”). That is what we were supposed to reconstruct. Our
Union of Confederate States of States. Instead, the Queen and Pope substituted their
Territorial and MUNICIPAL “States of States/STATES OF STATES” for our broken Union of
Confederate States of States.. And never told anyone. That is the big secret they all keep in
Washington… well that’s one of them, anyway.Scumbags.

Heroay
March 1, 2021 at 10:18 am | #

Truly, I cannot follow your description of the di erent ‘laws’, rules, and tricks by the
bankstering ma a to destroy the US, which must have taken place after they hijacked the
nation in 1871 and implanted the commercial DC Corp; it nauseates me. But, since such took

/

place after the usurpation, it is therefore NULL and VOID Constitutionally, according to
Marbury vs Madison. All Americans need is ROPE to solve this situation, as everything called
“government” is corrupt to the bone; VatiCON, or not; Rats in London, or not.

UNITED STATES is a Corporation –
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0AfeqrBv6Ixy/
Roths Stole Our Sovereignty – Act of 1871: https://pasteboard.co/JuYXzbX.jpg
Constitutional Law – Corporate Rules, Null and Void:
https://pasteboard.co/JofZupl.png

Joe Roberts
March 1, 2021 at 10:30 am | #

Is a corporation a living man or woman? Of course not. That is why they stuck it in it’s own
jurisdiction and inherent body of Law. It is really very simple to grasp. But only if you take the
time to study it… This material will have to be understood or future generations will fall right
back into the same trap/scam. So, no. It will take more than rope to solve it.

Joe Roberts
March 1, 2021 at 11:01 am | #

And there are two corporations in the District of Criminals.. Not just one. You see? You got
more work to do. there is a reason they keep repeating the same old scam over and over. We
never learn.

Joe Roberts
March 1, 2021 at 11:11 am | #

No. The three jurisdictions and the body of Law associated with each was already in place
before America was even born. Well before 1871. I had a teacher in grade school that was
teaching us about this back in the early 1980’s. I was the only kid in my high School that new
Philadelphia was our Nation’s real Capital. Not D.C. Crossing jurisdictions is Inland
Piracy(When the Sea jurisdiction encroaches on the land and soil jurisdiction). That is what
touched o the War of 1812.

K
February 27, 2021 at 4:14 pm | #

Great explication.
So I have come to this same conclusion, that viruses don’t oat in air and infect people, like we are
told.. Yet still I wonder, sometimes people say that their child became f.ex smallpox while being with
another child, who had this. So anyone knows how this is happening.. I mean, if it is happening.
/

 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 5:21 pm | #

Many reasons. Not just one. Vaccines are probably responsible for much. the other thing people
need to start understanding is the danger of electromagnetic elds. That is probably the biggest
cause of “ u” outbreaks. Not a silly virus. Wireless crap, electrical grid and strong solar
storms(CME) can all cause outbreaks. Why? Because we have iron in our blood. Iron is attracted to
magnets. When you come into contact with a strong magnetic eld, the iron in your blood is
attracted to the magnetic eld and disrupts hemoglobin’s ability to absorb oxygen. Lungs ll up
with uid and respiratory distress sets in. I believe, fairly recently, it was proven Measles(?) were
caused not by a virus, but vaccine. Didn’t make the evening news for obvious reasons. Nutrient
de ciencies are also a huge source of many “diseases”. Acidic blood ph. Toxic medication and
vaccines. Toxic industrial pollution, chemtrails/aerosol spraying, etc. Lack of proper sunlight and
fresh air. All these things can contribute.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 5:58 pm | #

Also, cancer is the body’s response to low levels of oxygen. Dr. Otto Warburg won two Nobel
Prizes, back in the day(30’s, I think). One Prize for showing any cell can become cancerous by
starving it of oxygen. And he won another by showing any cancerous cell could be healed by
ooding it with oxygen at the cellular level. It is believed Osteoperosis is caused by acidic
blood PH which causes the body to leech calcium out of the bones to bu er the high
bloodstream PH. We now know Scurvy was caused by Vitamin C de ciency. So, there are
many di erent cause for outbreaks of disease and illness. It is not an easy thing to nail down.
I suspect the majority of auto immune disorders are caused by nutrient/vitamin de ciencies
and vaccines altering dna. Throw in all the EM pollution, medications, etc. Everything in the
damn grocery store is poison nowadays.

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 11:26 pm | #

My bad. The body leeches calcium to bu er the low(acidic) bloodstream PH. Alkalize your
system(raise PH) with baking soda and water. One teaspoon to a glass of water on an empty
stomach. And don’t eat anything afterwards for at least 1 hour or you might be on the toilet
spraying the bowl, lol. Baking soda is a grabber and a cleanser. It’ll grab good stu too and
ush it out of you. I don’t run for Tums or Rolaids anymore. They can keep their aluminium
salt and whatever else they sneak in there. Get back on real dairy too, if you are not allergic to
it.

/

K
March 1, 2021 at 10:29 am | #

Thank you for taking time to answer !
Having lost half of my family to cancer, I have spend a lot of time understanding why people
get this and how they could get rid of it in the best way. I have studied Warburgs theories, the
pH values, Gersons theories, Ty Bollingers lms about cancer, what acupuncture can do
about it, about med beds and much much more.
I am looking forward to read ‘What really makes you ill’ , Lester and Parker.
Electromagnetic radiance is a true killer.I have known for a long time. People need to
understand, much more about this topic.
But when people talk about the ‘covid virus’, that after they had it , they got the same
symptoms, like loosing the taste and smelling for a long time after, is it then the
electromagnetic radiance who created this ?
I am suspicious of diary product, also those from the farm. Even not allergic. I don’t think, this
is food for grown ups. When I go running outside, my nose would start running a lot too, if I
have had diary products. Like if they create to much slime in the body. Now I just have some
farm yogurt and ke r now and then. The body can get calcium from other sources.

Joe Roberts
March 1, 2021 at 10:56 am | #

Could be, bud. I’ve lost quite a few relatives to cancer as well. And one uncle that just died, or
imo, was murdered in this Covid-19 fraud. I am very pissed and ugly about that. Our
environment and food is so damn toxic now it is hard to know which way to turn. I believe I
was headed for pancreatic cancer until I got my gut under control. Already lost an uncle to
pancreatic cancer a couple years ago. It was getting so I couldn’t sleep. So much acid in my
stomach and this thick, foamy saliva that would ll my chest and throat and felt like I was
being squeezed to death.. Digestive issues no doubt.. I got it under control with just baking
soda and water. I am still having a little di culty now and then, but nothing like I was.. I think
our systems are so out of balance and toxic that there is no one magic bullet. We have to self
educate and nd our way back to good health. And stop relying on “experts” to construct
reality for us. We’ve been too lazy and trusting. Myself included. I am trying to change that..
Better to live and die by our own truths. Then at least there is no one to blame but ourselves.

K
March 1, 2021 at 11:08 am | #

If viruses don’t exist, one can not help to think about, how in the world do they teach in the
medical schools about this subject? If there is nothing to see in the microscope, then.. This is
really weird.

Heroay

/

March 1, 2021 at 9:52 pm | #

(Second try) Dr. Simoncini in Italy proved in his o ce how a vaginal cancer (visible in the
video) could be cured in seconds by injecting in the a ected area Sodium Bicarbonate
(alkalinity) in distilled water. Fluid goes in, cancer cells die. But insisted that cancerous cells
develop because of a fungal invasion, associated, admittedly, by lack of oxygen in the blood,
or an acid condition due to improper nutrition or uid intake, a low pH level.
Osteoporosis is also created by low levels of Silica, only 33% daily intake from our commercial
food, due to de cient unripe fruits and vegetables harvested to the convenience of food
markets, not our bodies. Lack of Silica unlocks calcium from our bones and teeth. Silica is the
basis for Collagen, the glue that binds our cells together. No life, even microbial, can exist
without Silica. Bombshell article:
http://www.backyardchickens.com/t/99901/diatomaceous-earth-human-use-dosage-etc-wow

K Katrine
March 2, 2021 at 3:50 am | #

Yes, we certainly need to do our own investigations and follow and trust our instinct before
trusting anyone else..
Fasting is a good way to detox once in a while, for me it works well with vegetable juices. It
bans a way for higher conscience.. Sunglazing is also quite something ; just when the sun
comes up in the horizon, face it for a while, in the beginning a few minutes, later more. Get
charged with cosmic energy.
Well, also yoga and meditation surely great stu ..
I strongly believe, we will see our relatives again later.
Also a friend had a moment, when she died and then woke up again. She said, she saw her
loved ones there.
It is about using the time wisely, while we are here.
.

Shelly D
March 1, 2021 at 6:54 pm | #

Joe Roberts

I’m not sure where you get your education and facts from,nor do I know what

your profession is , but I’d love to know actually! Almost everything your saying is in truth and a proven
fact. For that, I thank you so much! On top of this article, I’ve learned so much from just your
comments alone. Again, THANK YOU SIR!!!!! Keep your comments rollin!
 Reply
/

C
February 25, 2021 at 2:27 pm | #

TYPO IN TITLE NUREMBERG IS MISSING THE “G”
 Reply

Heroay
March 1, 2021 at 9:59 pm | #

Coincidence or conspiracy? NuremberG is a jew surname. Maybe by making it “Nurember” they want to
imply “NO jews aboard this time”, or sad, “Hide the ‘pack’ from prying eyes”…?
 Reply

Chris Coles
February 25, 2021 at 3:52 pm | #

On the 29th September, 2005 I posted; A petition for an extraordinary Writ, Requesting Motion for leave to
proceed in forma pauperis, to the Clerk of the Court, Supreme Court Of The United States; requesting counsel
to be appointed to represent me; In my contention that; The government of the United States is Ultra Vires.
Questions presented:
1. The Court please appoint Counsel to represent me in forma Pauperis?
2. The Court please de ne that an inventor with no money; has the right to representation before a Court of
Law within the United States of America?
3. That where a government department or other agency of the United States infringes United States patents
and fails to act with the highest ethical standards towards the inventor; is that government department Ultra
Vires?
4 That the Solicitor General for the government of the United States; is in such circumstances thus also Ultra
Vires?
5. The Court please create a framework of appropriate rules; to ensure that in future, at all times, government
attorneys always act to the highest ethical standards in their dealings with inventors granted United States
patents?
The Clerk of the Court wrote back to me October 13, 2005 setting out the papers were returned requiring
changes required to enable my writ to proceed. However, at the time being, I was simply unable to a ord to do
so, and I left the matter in abeyance. During 2009, I made the decision to publish a free PDF book, The Road
Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective, in which I laid out the petition, with slight modi cation, as Chapter 12,
The Responsibilities of Government.
That in turn has opened many doors over the last 11 years. My reason for bringing this up today is very simple; I
believe that the basic arguments I made . . . detailing my belief that government is always ultra vires . . . beyond
the law . . . if it does not act to the highest ethical standards; has a place within the debate regarding the
/

believed unlawful actions underpinning the so called COVID-19 pandemic. Is there anyone out there prepared
to accept my point of view and who can help me take this forward?
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 4:23 pm | #

The problem is you are trying to address them through their own system that you have consented to, whether
you know it or not.. The second you petition them, you are done and have surrendered jurisdiction to them. You
are addressing them, your employees, through their court system(ours is American Common Law courts) as a
Territorial/MUNICIPAL citizen/employee of their corporations. And you are going through their courts to do it.
You will lose because you don’t understand the game. Show up in court with a Bar attorney? You are all done. If
you show up in court with a lawyer it tells the “judge” you are incompetent and a ward of the “State of State”.
Cannot possibly explain all this in a post.
 Reply

Doug
February 25, 2021 at 8:08 pm | #

Remember, as soon as you cross the bar, that fence between the people and the court in the courtroom,
you are in their playing eld and are subject to their rules (or the lack thereof). They only duty is to extract
as much money as they can from anyone who chooses to step in there. Think about this. . . There are
usually two sides, plainti and defendent, who (think they) have to hire lawyers to plead their case. But. . .
BOTH LAWYERS are on teh same side of that. . . fence! THEIR playing eld. Extracting YOUR money! You do
have to pay that lawyer, win or lose, right?
The best option is to NEVER try to address them in their playing eld.
Always toss your rocks from outside the fence! You might be able to hit them, but they can’t chase you
afterward! (This part is humor, in case you didn’t get that. . .)
But, back to the discussion. . . You can never expect to win in their court. That guy is an attorney. Sure he
“won” in those big high pro le cases. But who Actually won? The court! The lawyers! Those on both sides of
it got their share of the booty! The plainti s paid them and the defendants paid them handsomely I am
sure! And pretty much not much else actually happened. A little publicity. A bunch of distraction. . .
Learn where to stand when throwing your rocks!
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 25, 2021 at 8:30 pm | #

/

Yup. All a game. You stay the hell out of their courts. Period. Trump just found that out the hard way.
Those courts are not even supposed to operate outside D.C. Only the Public’s ignorance has kept the
present system in place. That is now changing. We will see them hang.
 Reply

Michele
February 25, 2021 at 6:58 pm | #

Thank goodness someone is doing something about this scam- everyone who is responsible should be made to
pay BIGTIME.
 Reply

David-Ray
February 25, 2021 at 8:11 pm | #

Absolutely, Thank Goodness.
But it is important that we don’t just sit back and let “someone” “do something”. At the very least, we should
seek out the someones and help them do the somethings.
 Reply

Guy Priano
February 25, 2021 at 8:55 pm | #

Please peruse
https://theamericanstatesassembly.net/
 Reply

Amos
February 25, 2021 at 11:21 pm | #

Let’s expose all!! Many thanks from Italy!
Love and truth
 Reply

Bradley Thornton
February 26, 2021 at 4:44 am | #

/

Trump is still in control and has control over the military till March20th, under a bill that was installed in 2019 as
he saw this coming. A EO was also put in place that anyone involved with crimes against humanity would have
their assets con scated and be tried by the military tribunals going on since 2019. We are still under military law
since 2013. All the gold in the world was con scated and is being held in a safe place in Nevada. All mankind
over 20 will partake in the great awakening and will receive a tax refund as taxes are illegal.
 Reply

Robert Sole
February 27, 2021 at 1:42 pm | #

“Trump is still in control and has control over the military till March 20?” Where did you get that idea? That’s
crazy.
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 3:50 pm | #

He is partially correct in some respects, but is not 100% correct by any stretch.. Biden is President of
the bankrupted MUNICIPAL corp dba THE UNITED STATES, INC. They are operating without a
contract(Constitution). That is why the Military fenced o D.C. The rest was just theater to obscure
what was really going on. The bankruptcy/liquidation of the Pope’s MUNICIPAL UNITED STATES
corporation, lol. No contract? You can’t be in there. Too many people now know. All your STATE OF
STATE, TOWN OF, CITY OF, etc, Municipal governments are just corporate franchises operating
illegally/unlawfully too. Write your select board and tell them they are operating without a contract
and you know it even if they don’t.
Biden had no o ce to run for because the MUNICIPAL corp was dissolved. It is no more. Trump, on the
other hand, is President of the British Territorial corp dba “the United States of America”(Incorporated),
which does have a contract(Constitution) with our Country. But he, Trump, is not in control of jack. The
Military is in control and has been since Lincoln declared Military Marshall law over a century ago. So,
everything that has since happened, has been on their watch… or lackthereof. Trump is working for
the Military and our subcontractor, the British Crown. Were he the true American President of the real
Federal Government, he’d be sitting in Philadelphia and laughing. He had that o er made to him. To
correct his political status and be “The President of The United States of America”(unincorporated). He
didn’t take it. That was dumb, because that is where the real power is in terms of controlling the
Military. Biden, though, is 100% illegitimate and should have been arrested by the Military. Ditto for
the rest of them. Thank the Generals for being the traitors they are. Soldiers should stage their own
coup and arrest their “superiors”. Yeah. I mean that. The Military high Command is dirty and
compromised beyond xing. Honorable men and women should be in those positions. Not appointed
puppets and criminals. You are not a hero just for wearing a uniform. You’ve got to earn it. The
soldiers did earn it. The high command? Not so much.
/

 Reply

Shelly D
March 1, 2021 at 7:39 pm | #

Joe Roberts

I’m not sure where you get your education and facts from,nor do I know what

your profession is , but I’d love to know actually! Almost everything your saying is in truth and a proven
fact. For that, I thank you so much! On top of this article, I’ve learned so much from just your
comments alone. Again, THANK YOU SIR!!!!! Keep your comments rollin!
 Reply

Publius
February 26, 2021 at 9:46 pm | #

We need names and photos to match of all guilty of theses crimes. That way the people can go after them if all
legal avenues fail.
 Reply

MrLiberty
February 27, 2021 at 3:06 am | #

Elections and courts are not going to x this problem. To think so is simply to deny what is inevitably coming our
way.
 Reply

Jennifer Hall
February 27, 2021 at 3:44 am | #

Maybe DR Fullmich has already thought of this, and this is what will happen…We need it to happen soon, as the
goverment s are pushing out TNIS gene therapy vaccjne as fast as they can, and many people are dying and
being injured from it, and what is it doing long term., as it’s ex perimental, until 2023, it should not be in use,
surely that is a crime in itself..CRIMES against HUMANITY…
 Reply

Re ectoMatic
February 27, 2021 at 9:55 am | #

All this trying so desperately to cling to some sense of reality. The reality is that the plan was born from within a
tornado in a junkyard, the vortex at the Maurice Strong Baca Grande hippie commune at the base of the Sangre
de Cristo mountain within the San Luis Valley of Colorado. Maurice Strong purchased the Baca in 1978, his wife

/

worked with psychics on psychedelics to communicate with non-humans. Meanwhile Maurice was working with
Dr Muller in Costa Rica, communicating with a demon called Rasur. The two plans were combined then
rewritten by Henry Kissinger for presentation in 1982 at the newly created by Klaus Schwab and Maurice Strong
World Forum of 300 in Vail Colorado. The plans were handed down during that week long forum while all the
participants were covertly drugged with LSD. What could go wrong? For the past 39 years the plan was installed
into projects at UN and at World Economic Forum. Kissinger had altered the plans and doing so breaking the
agreement with the givers of the plan, the 50 year treaty expired in 2004, that was the Eisenhower treaty
following the Roswell UFO incident. Liz Cheney pretends that her father still has the backing, nope, ET stood him
up, no show and no treaty. it’s Wile E Coyote time for the globalist. The world is laughing at them, probably at
me too but I don’t care because I know how good the acid was.
 Reply

Caroline Woodward
February 27, 2021 at 11:20 am | #

Joe, you really know your sh*t. Good man. Get in the ght! The Workd desperately needs people like you to
expose the biggest crime ever to be perpetrated on mankind. They must all hang for crimes against humanity.
I’m writing from Scotland in the UK. We need help too. I hope and pray every day that Trump is in control and
he will bring down the whole wrotten scam!! Thanks for your recommendation re Anna Von Reitz. I shall be
following her closely from now on. Keep spreading the truth my friend. You have a good head on your
shoulders. WE must do this together. As you say, we cannot sit back and believe that someone else will do it. We
owe it to our children and future generations. Look up Scott McKay (Patriot Street ghter). He also has the re in
his belly to bring down these ‘scumbags’!
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 4:10 pm | #

It is a responsibility we all must share. None of this is my work. It is many peoples work accumulated over
the years. People that are now dead or hidden away in prisons across this earth.. At least now people are
starting to listen. Imagine how the patriots of yesterday felt? The ones who died or were tortured and
thrown in jail for trying to bring forth the truth? It is almost too heart breaking to think about. They are the
true heroes. I’m just doing the right thing by passing their knowledge/work on.. I am not even close to being
on their level. I am just one of many messengers who now understands the game and what has happened.
You also are on that path. Everybody in the world freedom movement is.
 Reply

Henry
February 27, 2021 at 2:00 pm | #

/

Am I the only one here who wonders about the trustworthiness of an article that misspells Nuremberg in the

headline?
 Reply

Deuce
February 27, 2021 at 4:32 pm | #

Having worked for 15 years both directly and in support of PCR based clinical assays one thing is absolutely,
abundantly and veri ably clear: the COViD 19 PCR assay is a total fraud that can only be by design. One
oversight, OK maybe that was accidental. Two starts to strain credibility. But an ongoing series of procedural
errors, all pointed in the same direction, repeated and compounded over more than a year, coupled with
misinformation also slanted in the same direction, cannot be anything but an intentional orchestrated plan.
PCR is a manufacturing process. It is not a test. There is no PCR Test. Period. It’s a fraudulent term. Everybody
who knows knows this. In a PCR based clinical assays PCR simply provides one data point. That point is
compared a dataset of known outcomes to correlate gene expression to any of a number of potential outcomes
de ned by the population set. This test is always run against a standard/control that represents the sequence
you are focused on. But amazingly the test doesn’t even use COViD as the control sequence but HUMAN RNA.
Furthermore all PCR assays quantify the expression of a given sequence by the number of replication cycles
required to amplify the sequence to a detectable level. In the case of cancer you may nd a target sequence
expressing at 15 cycles or you may nd it expressing at 30 cycles. And in one case you will have a fatal case of
cancer while in the other you may have none at all. CT is the fundamental data point that allows PCR to be
employed in a diagnostic capacity at all. Yet they have never even captured this data. They then compound this
error by running to 38,40 or even 45 cycles and call any detection whatsoever a ‘case’. This is beyond fraud. At
38 cycles you have more replicates than there are stars in the Galaxy. You will have fragments, mutations and
insigni cant sequences rising above the limit of detection that on no way represent the specimen being tested.
ALL OF THIS IS WELL KNOWN. The test never should have even been run to 30 cycles. Much less 40 or more.
Even absent a dataset (it was a new virus right) this test COULD have been e ective. It could have taught us
much. Had we captured CT values for every test we could have retrospectively correlated them to real world
outcomes. We could have had some one billion data points to tell us what CT range correlated to an active case,
which correlated to an asymptomatic case and what was useless data. Over a year in we could have perfectly
characterized this disease, de ned CT ranges for all outcomes and augmented the test to be devastatingly
accurate. But they didn’t. On purpose. And as experts like myself have raised these objections, they attempted
to pull a bait and switch by mandating that TOTAL test cycles be captured and reported, which is entirely
useless and irrelevant. A move that still will still fail to deliver the data we need and could have already had.
Limiting the test to 35 cycles still gives you tons of false positives, more useless data and gets no closer to
establishing what is or isn’t a real case. Not even ineptitude can explain these glaring frauds. The had to be
intentional. They go against every bit of established science in this area, have no precedent, and they cannot
support any useful or relevant outcome. For me it is the absolute smoking gun proof that all of this is
intentional fraud. And I would testify to that under oath. These cannot be just mistakes. If they knew enough to
even employ PCR for this purpose they had to know you were doing it wrong. They had to know they were
torturing the data. They had to know it was useless and why. They had to know their ‘course correction’s was
/

itself a fraud. It had to be totally by design. There are decades of precedent for how to do this the right way and
no precedent for doing it how they did it. The Nobel Prize winning inventor or PCR made this case over and over
until the day he died. All sane science, data and precedent was not just ignored but purposely avoided. There is
no denying this. Let them burn in hell for 100 eternities for it. I’ll light the re.
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Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 6:36 pm | #

Damn straight!. They are lying scumbags who have isolated nothing! Sars. Aids. Covid-19. All frauds.. No
virus has ever been isolated because they share symbiotic relationship with the cells. They live inside us.
They don’t live out in the atmosphere. Oxidation and UV light disproves airborne germ theory. For those
who were never taught the truth in school, ozone is oxygen that is broken down into it’s individual
component molecules by UV light in the ionosphere. then, the molecules clump together to form ozone,
and being heavier than air, fall through the atmosphere oxidizing unburned hydro carbons, pollution, etc.
No germ or virus can survive oxidation. Nor do carbon emissions destroy ozone. Other way around. I
tested rain water all last summer. It tested 0 PPM every single time with a PH averaging 5.5-6.0. Proof that
the ozone was just ne and oxidizing as it has always done. ozone is created. It is not some magical layer
that is being destroyed by “climate change”. Junk science and fairy tales. The body does the same thing
when/if it is in proper health. When it gets out of balance, we use Sodium chlorite(salt based that converts
to chlorine dioxide gas when mixed with an acid), and which is not bleach as the lying media claimed, but
an oxidizer.. I also have food grade hydrogen peroxide on hand(35%). Can be diluted in water and by-by
pathogens. Both oxygen based compounds are produced naturally by the body when it is in proper health.
So e o to all those claiming Chlorine dioxide and hydrogen peroxide are dangerous. They are one of the
main reasons we don’t get sick more often. Our bodies make them, lol.
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Caroline
February 27, 2021 at 9:31 pm | #

Keep posting, Joe! Your posts are an education. Trump tried to put forward the hydrogen peroxide
argument, but of course, the MSM twisted it. Every dog has its day…. tick-tock. Keep the faith!
 Reply

Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 10:45 pm | #

Trump was basically referring to MMS drink and the resulting gas, Chlorine dioxide, that is
produced when sodium chlorite(salt based) combines with an acid(like stomach acid). The gas is
then able to permeate the cells and oxidize the pathogens attacking the cells. This occurs naturally
/

in our bodies. It can also be manufactured as a drink/medicine. This, I believe, is what Trump was
talking about. It can cure Malaria in about 4 hours with full dosage(drops in distilled water) once
every hour until the illness is gone.. So, very powerful and education is a must.. Sodium chlorite is
an oxygen stabilizer. It is salt based. Used to purify drinking water. That is what Municipal water
supplies should be treated with. Instead, they use bleach! Hypocrites and scumbags is what they
are. Chlorine dioxide is an oxidizer. Not bleach as the lying media claimed. Food grade hydrogen
peroxide is also an oxidizer. Also an oxygen based compound the body produces. It also is very
powerful. Again, just a few drops in distilled water and you should start out slow and build up to
the full dose. there is a dosing regimen posted on line from a woman who used it to get rid of
cancer. It is on wordpress, so you should be able to nd it easy enough. Both are very powerful.
But education is a must before using either. You go taking a swig o a bottle of 35% hydrogen
peroxide and you’re going to regret it, lol. We’re talking just a few drops in distilled water three
times a day on an empty stomach. But, please,I am not an expert on either. So, research the crap
out of it and make your own decisions based on your own ndings. Even good things can kill ya if
you don’t know what you are doing.
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DEB Ifrah
February 28, 2021 at 5:29 pm | #

The wicked mediocre media
And the Ignorance of the people sure is So Dangerous
I agree with your explanation

Heroay
March 1, 2021 at 10:11 am | #

Correct. MMS will clear, with as little as the sixth drop in the daily schedule, a parasitic fungus
in the lower intestine, which absorbs our food and makes the brain request more food for its
nutrition, thereby making the intestine grow in length to digest more food, while the belly
grows in proportion. Kill the parasite, and the intestinal process is reversed, reducing hunger,
and the waistline by several inches.

Joe Roberts
March 1, 2021 at 10:24 am | #

Excellent info Heroay! Thank you for that.

Larry
February 27, 2021 at 4:37 pm | #

/

Being our court system is our last defense in our ght for freedom. This “pay to play” judicial system is corrupt
to the core. It must be replaced or all is lost.
Why can’t we program a computer to replace the corruptible judges and enforce sti

nes on lawyers who

violate their code of ethic and the rules of court. And form a committee of non-lawyers to intimately oversee the
judicial system, ( a Grand jury with no lawyer participation).
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Joe Roberts
February 27, 2021 at 7:37 pm | #

The court system you reference is not our court system. It is a Sea jurisdiction court. It is for corporations.
That fake, corporate Court system is not even supposed to operate outside of D.C. They are un Lawfully
squatting on Land jurisdiction at the moment and every damn one of them has committed Inland Piracy by
doing so. If you get addressed by one of their kangaroo corporate Tribunal courts, you the living man are
not being addressed. They are addressing the legal ction they created out of your lawfully given trade
name. They are just banking on you not knowing the di erence. You are not legal ction. You are not a
corporation. Therefore, their Court system really has no jurisdiction over you. But if you don’t know that,
well, they damn sure ain’t going to tell you that. They’re in the business of making money o you. Our Court
System is the American Common Law Courts. Not operating at the moment…that is going to change.
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February 27, 2021 at 9:32 pm | #

Keep posting, Joe! Your posts are an education. Trump tried to put forward the hydrogen peroxide argument,
but of course, the MSM twisted it. Every dog has its day…. tick-tock. Keep the faith!
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Caroline
February 27, 2021 at 9:36 pm | #

Common Law is gaining traction internationally. The tide is turning!!
 Reply

William H Warrick III MD
February 28, 2021 at 3:07 am | #

This will go after individuals within Government and the Medical Community for Crimes Against Humanity for
which there is no shield of government or Immunity. This is not a dangerous disease (recovery odds 99.9% for
most individuals) and year-on-year All Cause Deaths did not change from prior years so this is not a Pandemic. /

The usual causes of Death went down (CAD, Diabetes, Lung Cancer, Breast Cancer, Strokes etc and COVID
replaced them. Medical Negligence was the real cause of most of the Deaths because HCQ, Zinc and Ivermectin
were blocked by Fauchi and Pharmacists refused to ll Rxs for them. There is no Immunity from Prosecution for
Medical Negligence.
 Reply

Mike
February 28, 2021 at 8:49 am | #

This was sent to me..
Please if all you guys believe this bullshit.
Go work/donate your time, just for a day or 2, at the Covid Ward at your nearest local hospital..
They could really use your help..
Also is just a scam, so please DONT wear your mask.
I’m sure you will be ne!!
You are a bunch of idiots…
 Reply

AABooks
February 28, 2021 at 5:45 pm | #

I have a hard time seeing Nuremberg trials as an appropriate model for answering the CV-1984 crimes against
humanity. I think a new model would be much more appropriate, not tied directly or indirectly to anything from
WWII, because so much remains “verboten”. In particular, lawyers who attempt a rational discussion in
Germany to review the alleged information, and even to use a review to defend their clients from hate-speech
charges, nd themselves behind bars, which is an outrage. Jailing lawyers for mounting a defence for their
clients is reminiscent of the level of di erent abuse in the infamous Court of Star Chamber. In the Star
Chamber, a political court, punishment was meted out for not wishing to o er a defence. In Germany’s modernday political courts, punishment is meted out for in fact mounting a defence, as German “law” makes a defence
illegal! And all goes back to the so-called Nuremberg Trials, which are tainted by the fact they are reported to
have been fully controlled by the World Jewish Congress which had a “monopoly” on presenting “evidence”,
which turned out to be fake, such as shrunken heads, lampshades, soap and other sinister paraphernalia. On
the basis of such fraudulent “evidence”, which even today apparently cannot be contested lawfully in a free and
open court in Germany, if anywhere, young German men in their teens and twenties were physically and
mentally tortured to extract (even false) confessions, and then summarily executed.
Senator Joseph McCarthy, at the time of the Nuremberg horror show, deplored the particular case of a female
camp guard, Ilsa Koch, who had been so severely lied about and then imprisoned despite a determination that
her guilt in any respect could not be established. Koch eventually killed herself in prison.

/

I don’t think Nuremberg is a label that anyone could rationally connect with a precedent for fairness, honor, or
legitimate “legal” proceedings. The Nuremberg label should not be attached to Covid-1984 procedures. There
should be a clean break with a past that we are not allowed to clear up, so that we do not know what in fact we
are basing modern action on if we use these old labels.
Perhaps UK should be the locale of Covid-1984 trials, given the substantial links of its institutions and some of
its people (Neil Ferguson, for one) to the fraudulent lockdowns being applied to destroy the world’s economy,
and the mental and physical health of the world’s populations.
How about London for the Covid-1984 trials, rent an auditorium at Imperial College and put the accused on trial
there.
Information on the “Post-War” Nuremberg Trials by career journalist, Adrien Arcand (1899-1967):
http://adrienarcandbooks.com/chapter-v/
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March 1, 2021 at 10:08 am | #

I fully agree with you. Nuremberg was a sham, a scam, an abuse of the German people and its government,
who kicked the banksters out and restored the nation from the grip and corruption of the Wiemar
‘Republic’. Everything claimed as the holohoax was false. At least in the US, lawyers were forbidden to hold
any public o ce due to their allegiance to a foreign, and enemy, power: The Rothschild Crown. The 13th
Amendment was for that, although it has been hidden and replaced by a fake one for a long time.

Gas Chamber Digest-3, Pg98 – End of Story: https://pasteboard.co/JxRmRYk.jpg

> Elie Weasel Never Lied: https://pasteboard.co/JEuhIKE.jpg

The ‘Missing’ 13th Amendment – Titles of Nobility’ & ‘Honor’ – (freedomschool.com/truth/10/missing13th2.htm)
The Original 13th Amendment to the Constitution for the U.S. – (amendment13.org/index.html)
War of 1812 and ‘missing’ 13th Amendment – (state-citizen.org/ les/citescases/13amend.txt)
Lawyer’s Secret Oath | The Betrayed – (roach1958.wordpress.com/2010/04/19/lawyerssecret-oath/)
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I have a hard time seeing Nuremberg trials as an appropriate model for answering the CV-1984 crimes against
humanity.
I think a new model would be more appropriate, not tied to anything from WWII, because so much of that
history remains “verboten”. In particular, lawyers who attempt a rational discussion in Germany to review the
alleged information, even to defend their clients from charges, nd themselves behind bars for presenting
evidence.
Germany’s modern-day political courts mete out punishment for any attempt to question history. And all goes
back to the so-called Nuremberg Trials, which are alleged to have been fully controlled, in con ict of interest by
one party.
The World Jewish Congress had a “monopoly” on presenting “evidence” at the Nuremberg Trials, which turned
out to be fake. Shrunken heads, lampshades, soap and other sinister paraphernalia were exhibited in support
of allegations.
On the basis of such fraudulent “evidence”, young German men in their teens and twenties were physically and
mentally tortured to extract confessions, then summarily executed.
Senator Joseph McCarthy, at the time of the Nuremberg horror show, deplored the particular case of a female
camp guard, Ilse Koch.
Koch had been imprisoned despite a determination that her guilt in any respect could not be established. Koch
eventually killed herself in prison.
I don’t think Nuremberg is a label that anyone could rationally connect with a precedent for fairness, honor, or
legitimate “legal” proceedings. The Nuremberg label should not be attached to Covid-1984 procedures.
There should be a clean break with a past that we are not allowed to investigate, because we do not know what
we are basing modern action on if we use these old labels.
Perhaps UK should be the locale of Covid-1984 trials, given the substantial links of its institutions and some of
its people (Neil Ferguson, for one) to the fraudulent lockdowns being applied to destroy the world’s economy,
and the mental and physical health of the world’s populations.
London for the Covid-1984 trials might be the perfect venue. Rent an auditorium at Imperial College and put the
accused on trial there.
See information on the “Post-War (Nuremberg) Trials” by career journalist, Adrien Arcand (1899-1967).
https://bit.ly/3b6Ic1O
 Reply
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KMP
March 1, 2021 at 4:09 pm | #

Re: Schwab’s Phase Four
https://nouveau-monde.ca/fr/la-quatrieme-phase-de-schwab/
“Use of military personnel in major metropolitan areas and on all major roads to establish movement control
points. Limit travel and movement. Provide logistical support to the region. Expected for the third quarter of
2021.”
This reminds me of Stephen Harper’s 2011 “election pledge”, a promise no one asked for.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/harper-pledges-to-boost-military-presence-in-cities-1.556770
Harper promised to militarize major Canadian cities, apparently by equipping the cities with military bases.
This would apparently be a bad move, as military bases are nuclear targets in case of war. However, the global
takeover has doubtless been long in planning.
I am not aware of any details of Harper’s ful llment of his plan, but it might well have been done, and would go
into action in the scenario envisaged.
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March 1, 2021 at 6:07 pm | #

This needs to be shared far and wide…
https://www.steeltruth.com/forum/general-discussions/you-ve-been-served-call-to-action-for-americans
We need something similar here in the UK and around the globe. Stay in the ght good people. There are
more of us than there are of these evil-doers!!
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Disobey
March 1, 2021 at 7:31 pm | #

Even if these trials DO happen, most people in the USA won’t even know or hear about it due to the Broken
Media.
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